


Our Story
Carolina Cookwood began with a conversation between two friends over ten years ago when wood-fired cooking was 
on the rise. Bill Deal owns a sawmill close to Charlotte, NC. He asked his friend, Bud Williford what he thought about 
supplying cooking wood to local restaurants. Bud has a knack for coming up with innovative ideas. His desire was to 
create a “naturally cured - never kiln dried” product in a way that would keep the integrity of the wood flavor. They 
started with just a few customers, never expecting to become the largest supplier of restaurant cooking wood in the 
area. Since then, wood chunks, mini splits, pizza oven splits and crafted charcoal have been created for backyard 
cooking. Find these products here or at one of our many retailers.

Our "UNIQUE TECHNIQUE"
When wood is kiln-dried, it is exposed to very high temperatures, virtually cooking the natural flavor out of the wood. 
This is typically done by mass producers so that the wood dries faster and won’t mold in plastic packaging. All of our 
wood is naturally cured and our wood chunks are hand-packaged in organic, breathable burlap bags. If you use wood 
chunks for commercial cooking, we offer very competitive pricing. Please contact us at



(Front)

Distributor Cost: $13.50
Dealer Cost per pallet:$17.50
MSRP: $29.95
Bag weight 20 lbs
FOB Jacksonville, FL
Minimum Order 36 pallets 

(1872 Bags) 36 per pallet

Premium brand of Lump Charcoal from Brazil
- Restaurant Grade Brazilian Kilns



Smoking Wood Chunks

HICKORY | MAPLE | WHITE OAK | CHERRY | APPLE | PECAN
Choose from our six different types of wood chunks. 
Our chunks are naturally cured (never kiln dried), 
preserving the desired natural smoke flavor. 
Our wood chunks are hand packaged in natural, 
breathable (12" x 20") burlap bags. 
Available packed in 10, 25 and 50 lb boxes.??
Shipped in Burlap Bag (approx. 750 cubic inches) / 10-12 cooking's per bag

Bagged Wood Chunks 
Suggested retail: $19.95 - MAP 16.95 

12” x 20” Screen printed burlap bags

Minimum quantity 120 bags/one skid/flavor. 

Includes hang tag with UPC. 

FOB Blacksburg, SC. 



Mini Splits – Available Soon
Cherry | Hickory | Maple | Pecan | White Oak

Enjoy an authentic BBQ experience with our 
naturally cured Mini Splits. 

They are perfect for backyard offset smokers 
and for traditional (over coals) pit cooking 
methods also. Try mixing the wood types to 
discover and enjoy more unique flavors.

 Mini Splits come 10″-12″ in length and 
shipped in 30 or 60lb boxes.

30 lb/bx
Distributor:
Dealer:
MSRP:

60 lb/bx
Distributor:
Dealer:
MSRP:



12" Hardwood Splits
Our backyard pizza oven splits create 
ample heat needed when wood fired 
baking outdoors. They can also be used 
with open fire grilling over camp type 
grates. Enjoy these premium hardwood 
splits on your next backyard cook.

Available in 30lb Boxes.

Backyard Pizza Oven Splits

Pizza Oven Splits (mixed hardwood)

Suggested Retail: 29.95 MAP 26.95

(1 cubic foot – 14 x 12 x 12 box - splits are approximately 12” long)

minimum order 45 boxes/one skid –

FOB Blacksburg SC



COMMERCIAL COOKING WOOD

With multiple commercial firewood 
processing facilities, We can support 
Private Label opportunities and large 
commercial volumes. Our customers range 
from consumers to some of the top-rated 
restaurants in the Southeast. Carolina 
Cookwood is used in many applications, to 
grill over coals, bake with Pizza ovens and 
slow cook with various types of BBQ pits. 
You can be confident that our wood will 
provide the proper heat and flavor 
consistent with your business model. 

Private Label Available for Non-Lump Products



 Private Label
 MOQ 1-container (2,200 bags)
 Dist. Base Cost: $9.50
 20 lb bags
 UPC: Customer to supply
 Product floor stacked plain white bags
 Over bagged in USA
 FOB US Over-bagging Facility in Atlanta or Orlando

 Restaurant Quality Lump Charcoal from Argentina
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